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W E AT H E R Y O U ’ R E R E A D Y O R N O T

A REVIEW OF NAPA VALLEY’S RESPONSE TO THE CLIMATE CRISIS
By Martin R. Reyes, MW

A few years ago, the director for a UK importer asked me,

hand, we are witnessing significant endeavors in sustainable

“What do you think is the single greatest threat to Napa

business/production practices, conservation efforts, and

Valley’s future?” Sadly, I wasn’t prepared to answer with the

adaptive-viticulture research. On the other hand, it has not

same degree of certainty as I am today. If only I could travel

reached the kind of critical mass that could ignite a fully

back in time and say two words to him: “climate change.”

cohesive, county-wide movement. Hence, I figured it wouldn’t

Setting aside politically charged notions, the science of
climate change is bleak, and the real-world implications
(drought, disease pressures, erratic weather patterns, and
apocalyptic fires) seem to be happening with alarming
frequency. The skeptic’s salvo of “The climate always changes,
it’s not our fault!” dissolves upon the inspection of facts: past
natural fluctuations like ice ages affected only portions of the
planet at a time. This is the first and only planet-wide warming
period in the past two millennia. According to multiple sources
(including NASA), the last five years have been the hottest
on record globally. More disturbingly, due to the lag-time of
greenhouse gas (GHG) effects, rising temperature trends are
already baked-in for the next two decades. Closer to home,
I’ve worked with downscaled climate projections that suggest
portions of Napa Valley may become as hot as Lodi is today,
with heat spikes doubling in frequency by the early 2040s.

hurt to highlight some of the notable initiatives that might
assist in encouraging additional curiosity, conversation, and
action. By no means will this be an exhaustive list; it’s merely
a place to start.

VINTNERS AND WINERIES
It is indeed striking to see so many producers developing
and implementing projects addressing the climate crisis.
The first major efforts started in the early 2000s, when
Napa

Green,

the

local

benchmark

sustainability

certification program, was launched. Today, roughly half
of the county’s vineyards are certified. Tens of dozens of
wineries have installed solar panels, and several more have
taken significant steps beyond that, including Opus One,
Honig, Alpha Omega, Far Niente, and Clos Du Val.
Activities include carbon sequestration, water conservation,
ag-burn alternatives, and more. Laudably, some wineries that

It is sometimes easy to forget that beneath the wonderment

have reached LEED certifications — these include Silver

and mystique, wine is only an agricultural product. We live

Oak, Hall, Odette, Frog’s Leap, and Cade. Greenmedal.

and die by what Mother Nature gives us. Not surprisingly, the

org winners have included several more wineries like St.

climate crisis has sparked a sense of urgency among some in

Supery, Cakebread, Jackson Family, and most recently,

the Napa wine community. In full disclosure, it has led my small

Domaine Carneros. Other notably ambitious efforts include

company to work with Spottswoode Estate on adaptation

Truchard (social sustainability), ZD (solar panel mastery),

initiatives, which in turn propelled the content of these pages.

Silenus (carbon-farming), rootstock research (Beckstoffer),

Since part of my learning curve involved taking stock of the

and low impact winery hygiene (Judd’s Hill). Many of those

industry’s response toward climate change, I started noticing

mentioned, like Saintsbury, are fundamentally changing

something interesting going on in Napa Valley. On the one

their water usage with inspiring results.
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There’s more: Beth Novak Milliken has steered Spottswoode

District, “helps land managers meet their natural resource

in a robustly sustainable manner for years and is informally

management goals while supporting productive lands

collaborating with Larkmead’s Dan Petroski on experimental

and thriving streams.” Certification bodies, including

research blocks to explore the prospects of supplementing

California

Cabernet Sauvignon with more heat-tolerant varieties.

Sustainability in Practice, claim membership by several

Independently, both have become among two of the most

Napa producers, while the Rutherford Dust Society recently

potent voices on climate action. Steve Matthiasson has, of

announced a major milestone by achieving 100% member

course, been working and advising on sustainable viticulture

Napa Green certification.

Sustainable

Winegrowing

Alliance

and

for over two decades. Meaningful practices extend beyond
production as well. Dozens of wineries have installed
electric vehicle charging stations, while several wineries
along Highway 29 are pursuing joint-staff commuting. Lail
Vineyards is donating 10% of profits from its Blueprint line
to organizations involved in climate change research, while
Robin Lail herself was appointed as the U.S. representative
for The Porto Protocol. Long Meadow Ranch’s closed-loop
farming is a sight to behold, and Michael Honig wants to
plant 1 million trees across the whole county — can you
imagine such a terrifically verdant American Canyon?

ACADEMIA AND COMMERCE
The influx of academic research and collaboration is
substantial. Greg Jones, Ph.D., Linfield College Oregon
— considered by many the “doyenne” of climate change in
viticulture — has been a profound (and quotable) reference
for many years, as has Dr. Daniel R. Cayan, Scripps
Institution of Oceanography, whose work investigates climate
patterns based on interactions between the Pacific Ocean and
U.S. West Coast. The well-known Dr. Elizabeth Wolkovich
tirelessly seeks data from Napa’s viticultural community to
advance her plant phenology research — the more data she

TRADE GROUPS AND CERTIFICATION
PROGRAMS

has, the better and more useful her research gets.

Local associations are also taking strong positions. Napa
Valley Vintners (NVV) made headlines when it became the
first U.S. wine trade organization to sign on to The Porto
Protocol. One of the next steps, from what I’ve heard, is
the prospect for consistent communication with all NVV
members to offer useful guidance to incorporate low-effort
sustainable activities in their production cycles. Napa Valley
Grapegrowers is already sharing information with members
on best viticultural practices to reduce GHG emissions.

Several respected academics from UC Davis — itself named
the most sustainable university in the world in 2016 by
GreenMetric ranking — are involved with various producers
in the Napa community. These include Professor Roger
Boulton, with his rockstar zero-carbon Teaching and
Research Winery, Distinguished Professor Dan Sumner,
Economics of Agricultural Sustainability, Glenn McGourty,
Viticulture Farm Advisor, and Professor Kaan Kurtural,
a viticulturist involved in Cabernet rootstock trials on
Beckstoffer’s Lake County properties.

In fact, both trade associations played an important role on
paper and on land by pushing habitat restoration projects
along the Napa River’s main stem; the overall project involved
roughly 70 property owners from Oak Knoll to Calistoga.
Landsmart, a program developed by a collaboration
between several NorCal environmental agencies, the
USDA,
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Commercial enterprises are also contributing to produce
tangible results along the entire supply chain. These include
Fruition

Sciences,

Tule

Technologies

(viticulture),

Sustridge Sustainability Consulting, ViewCraft (GHG
emissions inventory), American Solar, Pure Power Solutions
(Solar Power), and Verve-Sustainable Engineering Design
Studio (infrastructure sustainability).
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CONFERENCES AND DISCUSSIONS

California’s interests and contributions at two events: Steve
increased

at Harpers-California Institute Seminar on Sustainability: A

in regularity and have often featured many of the

Transatlantic Conversation, in London, and Kathryn at Wine

aforementioned actors. Recent events like Bordeaux in

Spectator’s “Fire and Rain: Climate Change and the Wine

America: the Climate Disruption in 2018, Wine Business

Industry,” Vinexpo-Bordeaux, both in 2019.

Various

gatherings

and

conferences

have

Monthly’s Innovation + Quality in 2019, and Democrats
of Napa’s Climate of Action brought together experts to

CHALLENGE AND OPPORTUNITY

discuss issues ranging from the economic disruptions of

Even with all the media buzz generated from these

climate change to the evolution of phenology/temperature

undertakings — including several feature stories in the Napa

relationships in the vineyard. Panel makeups including several

Valley Register, USA Today, the San Francisco Chronicle,

previously mentioned experts as well as Dr. Paul Ullrich,

and The New York Times; discussions in trade publications

Associate Professor of Regional and Global Climate Modeling

like Wine Business Monthly and SommJournal; and green-

at UC Davis, and Nicolas Quille, MW, Chief Winemaking

focused podcast series like Viticole — the topic remains

and Operations Officer for Crimson Wine Group-Pine

relatively obscured from local public awareness and somewhat

Ridge, another leader in adaptive vineyard practices.

fragmented. Despite the growing barrage of global crises in

Jackson Family has been instrumental to several powerful
initiatives, with Julia Jackson (who herself unfortunately
lost her own home during the 2019 fires) having founded
Grounded Summit to “unify and catalyze existing
conversations about the environment into meaningful action,
and ultimately drive scalable solutions.” While not specifically
centered within the wine industry, Grounded is going all-in
with a sizable event in Sonoma this March with the intent to
nail the crux of climate forums: maintaining the momentum
kick-started by a big-tent event instead of fading as “moments

the news, the call-to-action is circulating among the same
collection of activist wineries that keep generating the same
headlines. Understandably, most producers I speak with are
dealing with the important, daily matters in front of them.
Running a profitable Napa winery is serious, hard work, so
who can blame them? Nevertheless, as previously mentioned,
part of this article’s modest ambition is to spur new interest
from more people after seeing or remembering what some of
our neighbors are up to. Then again, what are some obstacles in
the way of reaching stronger engagement levels on the subject?

in time” after the event is over. Perhaps the largest informal

Let’s first acknowledge that humans are notorious

gathering of concerned vintners, winemakers, and journalists

procrastinators when problems seem either far away or

convened at Larkmead’s Salon in August 2019 to have an open

uncertain. Unfortunately, climate change is precisely that

conversation about real, productive, and implementable steps

kind of problem. The effects of climate change are not

that interested producers can take. In fact, it was here that

immediately apparent on a critical, daily basis, and

one of the first public mentions of a brand-new coalition was

the forecasts aren’t unanimous on all aspects (take the

announced: International Wineries for Climate Action. As

uncertainty between increased ocean temperatures and fog

stated, it was “founded in February 2019 by Familia Torres

patterns, for example). On top of that, the asymmetric nature

(Spain) and Jackson Family Wines (U.S.A.) as a collaborative

of Napa’s warming prospects means that many pockets aren’t

working group committed to accelerating innovative solutions

yet feeling the heat. But look closely: there’s plenty of evidence

that will mitigate the impacts of climate change through the

that the “bad-case” scenario is worrisome enough. Techniques

decarbonization of the global wine industry.”

such as shade cloth, irrigation protocols, precise and timely

Lastly, if international events are included, let’s commend
both Steve Matthiasson and Kathryn Hall for representing
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preserve the outer bounds of grape chemistry balance and keep

Nevertheless, there is plenty of cause for optimism. Napa

water stress in check while waiting for optimal harvest times.

Valley is also home to inherent, formidable advantages

Certainly, the resulting super-styled Cabs are crafted in part by

that make it poised to produce substantial results. One

intention, but even these often require consistent post-harvest

defining feature is extended vision; people here are

adjustments. We’ve come to accept all these things as part of

famously good at planning, planting, and building with an

the process, but what happens when it keeps getting hotter?

eye on the long game. It’s not hard to imagine an upswell of

Perhaps tacit fear caused by the prospect of diminishing
customer confidence keeps some from publicly signaling their
concern. What would happen if this revered appellation lost
some of its ability to grow finely tuned Cabernet at all times?
Fortunately, a real-world example shows how a region of equal
repute can manage expectations by addressing the matter
head-on. Bordeaux, with a reputation built over a longer
timeframe, has future-proofed itself by legislating options to
plant alternative varieties as needed. Similarly, I posit that this
appellation is bigger than just one grape variety; Napa Valley
makes great wine, period. Certainly, there’s plenty of talent and
quite a few tools to stretch Cabernet Sauvignon’s prospects
in hotter vintages, but why not consider scenario planning
to diversify our prospects, just as one of France’s bastions of
tradition has done? Don’t we, as prudent homeowners, buy
insurance to prepare for worst-case scenarios?

collective awareness taking over the same minds that built
heritage winery, hospitality, and vertical offerings, who then
join mighty alliances, which then help propel county-wide
initiatives to reach critical mass. In addition, Napa has already
shown itself to be a natural draw for legitimate A-game
expertise and academia to inform and guide those efforts, as
long as there’s enough capital investment — something else
that’s in good supply here. Lastly, we cannot forget Napa’s
most important ingredient: the august constituency of
respected families, influential vintners, talented winemakers,
wicked-smart vineyard managers, and noble, tireless
employees that form the resilient heartbeat of these lands. This
is the same community that implemented forward-thinking,
conservation-minded initiatives decades before the climate
crisis became a contemporary concern. It is in our DNA.

ACTION AND PURPOSE

Perhaps the tendency to guard sensitive trade information
has built a modicum of reluctance. Production/blending
elements, case volumes, and other details are often held close
to the vest around here; plus, many vintners don’t exactly like
being told what to do, and that’s fair. In response, consider
that Napa Valley’s robust spirit shines brightest when the
community’s interests are looked after holistically. Isn’t a
small part of the reason we successfully command luxury
prices related to the fact that our neighbors can as well? Our
reputations for unrivaled wine production depend on the
sustained high quality of the whole appellation. Moreover,
as previously mentioned, while most climate models suggest
some sub-appellations might still be fine in 20 years (if by
“fine” we mean Carneros becoming as warm as St. Helena is
today), others will hit with crippling temperatures that might
very well rule out luxury Cabernet Sauvignon viticulture by
the 2040s. Failing to adapt and protect all our terroir risks the

The impetus toward climate action might be similar to the
sense of obligation to vote. Empirically, one vote by itself does
not numerically tip the scale toward our desired outcome,
but we do it anyway because collectively, voting can affect
change. A speaker at a recent climate summit said, “What
you do to fight climate change is not statistically significant,
but it is important that you still do it.” That comment stuck
with me as I’ve considered what else can be done besides
signing the Porto Protocol or speeding less on the highway,
in my own business and household. The two general action
categories of mitigation (what we do to reduce our impact on
the environment) and adaptation (what we do to cope with
the changing environment) range from the incremental to
the dramatic. Here are a few examples in increasing scope:
reduction or elimination of single-use plastic; less air-travel
and more video-conferences, if possible; transitioning to
lighter glass bottles; investigating one of the local certification

erosion of the entire range of elements that make it special.
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programs; contributing to preservation and restoration

informal collaboration between three previously mentioned

projects; investigating legitimate carbon-farming with Napa

wineries, Pine Ridge, Larkmead, and Spottswoode, with plans

County RCD; and for the super-inspired vintners, joining the

to share results from their alternative-variety-experimental

International Wineries for Climate Action. There are many

blocks with each other. Those should be interesting trials.

third-party resources readily available for interested parties.
In fact, a comprehensive document listing many of them was
generated for the participants in Larkmead’s Salon. Whether
we can go “all in” or simply start by doing something small,
why not cast that one vote?

A final thought: fear of the future and economic incentives are
certainly cogent and appropriate motivators to do something
about the climate crisis, but perhaps it is worth reframing them
within a more lasting source of motivation: love. Napa Valley
has a cherished, historic legacy of being home to indefatigable

The economic incentives may be significant, too. Consider

pioneers. Once again, we are on the frontier of a new challenge,

the revenue logic of an industry as energy- and resource-

perhaps the greatest one in recent generations. Confronting

dependent as wine, which starts adopting efficient input and

it will mean harnessing the moxie that made Napa Valley rise

throughput programs. It stands to reason that cost elements

above prohibition, navigate distribution laws, withstand pest

— water, electricity, gas, waste management, packaging, and

and disease, and face-off against global competition to attain

logistics — can become sources of major savings if managed

the highest ranks of quality and price. Let us now lead in the

more effectively. There’s also evidence that this makes good

highest ranks of sustainability and stewardship, caring for

business sense, as consumer awareness and a resulting interest

vineyards that remain as age-worthy as their wines. Imagine

in sustainability/environmental issues provide additional

yourself years from now, looking back at the important work

traction for sales. In fact, vintner-funded case studies supported

you did by standing up to help save a small slice of the world.

by ViewCraft, a Sonoma-based sustainability-consulting firm,

Your grandchildren, raising their own kids and enjoying the

showed how displaying clear certifications and sustainable

fruits of your legacy, would remember and thank you for the

achievements was responsible for a boost in sales of up to

wisdom of keeping these lands brilliant long after you and I are

20 percent. Furthermore, the potential teamwork of like-

all gone. Today, decades before that future, we are rocking out

minded wineries offers the prospect of leveraging costs while

with the agency to embrace the role of custodian for the one-

increasing the scope of their research. A case in point is the

of-a-kind heritage that is our beloved Napa Valley.

Martin Reyes, MW, a first-generation American, started his wine career as a
shop clerk in the Bay Area 18 years ago. Since then, he’s held influential roles in
many sectors of the industry, including buyer, wine director, importer, educator,
international judge, and most recently, winemaker. Today, Martin runs a small
Napa-Sonoma virtual winery and heads Reyes Wine Group LLC, consulting for
businesses across the full supply-chain; clients have included Vice Versa Wine,
Copa Fina Wine Imports, and Vivino.com. He has worked with Spottswoode
Estate in various capacities over the years, most recently collaborating on
adaptation and mitigation initiatives related to climate change. In addition,
he owns Reyes Selections, a small import portfolio based in the East Coast,
and happens to be the only Master of Wine of Mexican descent in the world.
However, his proudest achievement is the ability to collect, memorize, and
occasionally invent new dad jokes.
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